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Abstract. The tendency of continuous aging of the population and the increasing
number of people with mobility difficulties leads to increased research in the field
of Assistive Service Robotics. These robots can help with daily life tasks such as
reminding to take medications, serving food and drinks, controlling home appli-
ances and even monitoring health status. When talking about assisting people in
their homes, it should be noted that they will, most of the time, have to communi-
cate with the robot themselves and be able to manage it so that they can get the
most out of the robot’s services. This research is focused on different methods of
remote control of a mobile robot equipped with robotic manipulator. The research
investigates in detail methods based on control via gestures, voice commands, and
web-based graphical user interface. The capabilities of these methods for Human-
Robot Interaction (HRI) have been explored in terms of usability. In this paper,
we introduce a new version of the robot Robco 19, new leap motion sensor control
of the robot and a new multi-channel control system. The paper presents method-
ology for performing the HRI experiments from human perception and summarizes
the results in applications of the investigated remote control methods in real life
scenarios.

Keywords: Service robots, human-robot interaction, remote control, speech recog-
nition, gesture recognition, ROS

Mathematics Subject Classification 2010: 68-T40

1 INTRODUCTION

Prognoses of the United Nations show that there is a worldwide trend of continu-
ously aging population and respectively increasing number of people with mobility
difficulties [1]. Most of the elderly and disabled citizens want to live in their own
houses [2] using the new smart home technologies for as long as possible, thus a robot
will have to perform real-life interaction with them [3, 4]. The proposed remote-
controlled service robot for elderly and disabled care can help them with tasks of
the every day life such as reminding them to take medications, serving food and
drinks, turning on and off electronic devices, alerting when the user’s health status
is getting worse and connecting them with their physician, relatives or an emergency
ambulance.

Assistive service robotics now expands as an alternative for improving the quality
of life of elderly and disabled [5, 6]. From the data of the International Federation
of Robotics it could be expected that in the period of 2019–2021 about 39 million
of new service robots for personal use will be produced and about 34 000 robots for
the support of elderly and handicap assistance will be installed [7].

Remote control is widely used in many applications. The basic concept is that
the robot should replace humans where people are exposed to unfavorable condi-
tions or performing routine day-to-day activities [8, 9]. The essence of this robot
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management method is that the person controls the robot remotely, and the robot
must possess the necessary qualities and functions to perform successfully in the
intended tasks [10].

When talking about assisting people in their homes, it should be noted that
they will, most of the time, have to communicate with the robot themselves and
be able to manage it so that they can get the most out of the services the robot
provides [11].

The aim of this study is to investigate the control methods for remote human-
robot interaction. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the hard-
ware, software and control system of our robot “ROBCO 19”. In Section 3, different
methods for remote control of the robot are thoroughly investigated. The capabilities
of these methods for human-robot interaction have been explored both in terms of
utility and functionality. Section 4 presents the methodology for performing human
perception experiments with the robot and the application of proposed remote con-
trol methods in real life scenarios. Section 5 describes the performed test scenarios
and summarizes the results from the real life experiments.

2 ASSISTIVE SERVICE ROBOT – ROBCO 19

ROBCO 19 is the next iteration of the personal assistive robot “ROBCO 18” from
2018 [12]. The robot was redesigned as follows. The laser scanner was replaced with
a new RPLidar scanner which allows outdoor navigation. The sensor system was
upgraded by adding an Intel RealSense camera for improved object recognition and
manipulation. The microcontrollers have been upgraded with Teensy hardware.
Also, a new graphical user interface and new software have been developed for
autonomous navigation, collision avoidance and execution of predefined tasks. New
electro-actuating systems (high power DC motor drivers), batteries and recharging
docking system to allow 24/7 service were installed. As a result, we have a remote-
controlled service robot for elderly and disabled care “ROBCO 19” (Figure 1).

The hardware components are described by their location in the layers of the
mobile platform. In the first layer are DC motors, encoders, distance sensors, orien-
tation sensor, batteries, controller and drivers. In the second layer are the computer
of the robot and the laser scanner RPLidar. In the third layer are the articulated
arm Mover4 and the RealSense camera.

Figure 2 shows the connections between robot devices. The robot’s computer
is connected to the mobile base controller, arm controller, RealSense and RPLidar
over USB communication ports. The computer is the main computational device of
the robot – sends/receives data, computes data, runs algorithms and controls the
robot.

RPLidar is used for the autonomous navigation of the robot [13, 14]. The Lidar
scans the area around the robot in 2D. The scanned parameters are described in
Table 1. Thanks to the Lidar, the navigation system easily finds the robot’s location
and navigates smoothly and safely [15].
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Figure 1. The service robot ROBCO 19

The RealSense camera is used for the robot’s vision system. When we combine
its depth sensor with its camera, we can recognize objects and locate their position in
3D space [16]. This property is very important for autonomous grasping of objects,
for human recognition, and for autonomous navigation [17].

The Teensy controller works also on a separate level. It reads and converts the
signals from the encoders, distance sensors and MPU (Motion Processing Unit),

Device Description/Characteristics

Computer Intel Xeon E3-1230 v5, 8 GB RAM

Mobile base controller Teensy 5.2, based on the MK20DX256 32-bit
ARMCortex-M4 and 72 MHz CPU

Arm controller PCAN-USB

RealSense camera Depth Stream Resolution and FpS: 1 280× 720,
90 fps, Depth Distance: Min: 0.1 m, Max: 10 m,
RGB Resolution and FpS: 1 920×1 080 at 30 fps.

RPLidar scanner Distance Range: 25 meters, Sample Rate:
16 000 fps, Scan Rate: 15 Hz (adjustable be-
tween 10–20 Hz), Angular Resolution: 0.3375
degrees, Communication Speed: 256 kbps.

MPU – Motion Processing Unit MPU-9250 Nine-Axis (Gyro + Accelerometer +
Compass) MEMS Motion Tracking Device

Drivers and motors 12 V – 10 A drivers, 12 V DC motors with gears

Mover4 robotic arm Commonplace Robotics GmbH, four degrees of
freedom, planar kinematic structure

Table 1. Specific characteristics of the robot’s hardware components
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then sends the data to the PC. The controller receives data back from the robot’s
computer for running the platform, i.e. controlling the wheels. Then Teensy sends
control signals to the drivers using Pulse Width Modulation (PWM).

PC

ARM 
P-CAN

RPLIDAR

Teensy 
5.2

Real 
Sense

MPU

Encoders

Drivers

Distance 
sensors

Figure 2. Hardware system of the robot

2.1 Mobile Robot Platform

A differential drive robot is a wheeled robot with two controllable wheels, as shown
in Figure 3. To maneuver any differential drive robot on a plane, the robot needs
a linear velocity V and a heading θ. By controlling the velocity and orientation, the
path of the robot can be planned.

While we can vary the velocity of each wheel, for the robot to perform a side
turn, the platform must rotate about a point that lies along the left and right
wheels’ common axis. The point that the robot rotates about is known as the ICC –
Instantaneous Center of Curvature.

By varying the velocities of the two wheels, we can vary the trajectories that
the robot takes. Because the rate of rotation ω about the ICC must be the same
for both wheels, we can write the following equations:

ω

(
R +

l

2

)
= Vr,

ω

(
R− l

2

)
= Vl

where l is the distance between the centers of the two wheels, Vr, Vl are the right
and left wheel velocities along the ground, and R is the signed distance from the
ICC to the midpoint between the wheels. At any instance in time we can solve for R
and ω:

R =
l

2

Vl + Vr
Vr − Vl

; ω =
Vr − Vl

l
.
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Figure 3. Differential drive mobile platform

There are three interesting cases with this kind of drive:

1. If Vl = Vr, then we have a linear forward motion in a straight line. R becomes
infinite, and there is effectively no rotation – ω is zero.

2. If Vl = −Vr, then R = 0, and we have rotation about the midpoint of the wheel
axis – we rotate in place.

3. If Vl = 0, then we have rotation about the left wheel. In this case R = l
2
. The

same is true if Vr = 0.

In Figure 3, assume the robot is at some position (x; y), headed in a direction
forming an angle θ with the X axis. We assume the robot’s center is at a point in
the middle of the wheel axle. By manipulating the control parameters Vl; Vr, we
can get the robot to move to different positions and orientations. Please note that
Vl and Vr are wheel velocities along the ground.

Knowing velocities Vl and Vr we can find the ICC’s location using: ICC =
[x−R sin θ, y −R cos θ] and at time t+ δt the robot’s position will be:x′y′

θ′

 =

cos (ωδt) − sin (ωδt) 0
sin (ωδt) cos (ωδt) 0

0 0 1

x− ICC x

y − ICC y

θ

+

ICC x

ICC y

ωδt

 .
This equation simply describes the motion of the robot rotating at a distance R
about its ICC with an angular velocity of ω.

2.2 Articulated Robotic Arm

The MOVER 4 robot of Commonplace Robotics GmbH has four degrees of freedom
and planar kinematic structure [18]. The Table 2 lists the kinematic parameter
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values of the MOVER 4. Three of the degrees of mobility provide the positioning,
and the fourth orientates the End Effector (EE) relative to the Z-axis of the coor-
dinate system associated with the base of the robot. The coordinates of any point
in the kinematic chain, and in particular the EE, can be derived from geometric
considerations.

Joint Number n Constraints Length Twist Angle Offset
θn [DEG] Ln [m] αn [DEG] Sn [m]

1 −150, 150 0 90 0.206

2 −50, 65 0.19 0 0

3 −110, 140 0.22 0 0

4 −140, 135 0.095 0 0

Table 2. Kinematic parameters

If q1, q2, q3 and q4 are the generalized state space coordinates of the robotic
manipulator, then the equations for the (X, Y , Z)-coordinates of the EE are as
follows:

X = cos (q1) . (cos (q2) .L2 + cos (q2 + q3) .L3 + cos (q2 + q3 + q4) .L4) ,

Y = sin (q1) . (cos (q2) .L2 + cos (q2 + q3) .L3 + cos (q2 + q3 + q4) .L4) ,

Z = S1 + sin (q2) .L2 + sin (q2 + q3) .L3 + sin (q2 + q3 + q4) .L4.

2.3 Control Software

ROS is a meta-operation system for robot control [19]. ROS provides access to
a number of open source packages that provide various applications and features [20,
21]. This section describes the properties and features of some of the ROS packages
that we use to control our service robot. The following packages are presented:
SLAM, MoveIt, Robot node, ROS-bridge, Web sockets, RPLidar, LeapMotion node,
and Kinect node. Each package performs specific functions according to its purpose,
and all nodes are connected to each other via the ROS Master.

Robot node is the main node for controlling the robot. It calculates the specific
parameters for each robot. All other nodes are connected to this node. For the
robot described in this article, this package performs the following functions: reading
the robot model, calculating speed (accelerometer), reading data from all sensors,
reading incoming data from other nodes, and sending control data to the control
engine (Teensy) of the mobile platform and the arm.

The code of this package describes the characteristics of the robot’s mobile plat-
form such as wheel diameter, platform width and length, encoder resolution, mobile
platform type (two/four-wheel drive, differential/Mecanum/Omni drive), sensor lo-
cation, drive controllers, and others. The diagram of connections between the nodes
and their functions is in Figure 4.

ROBCO 19 has three main operation modes:
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/joystick /robco_joy

/cpr_mover

/rosbridge_websocket

/robco_base

/simple_speech

/joy

/CPRMoverJointVell

/CPRMoverCommands

/cmd_vel

/speech

Figure 4. Node connection diagram

Manual Mode: In this mode, the robot receives commands from the user through
the available control methods. All algorithms and programs for automated tasks
are stopped. The user has full control of the robot motions but has to do all the
command work to perform a task. ROBCO 19 has a user-friendly web-based
User Interface for remote control [31, 32]. The robot can be controlled either by
joystick, tablet/computer/phone (via WEB interface), voice or gestures.

Semi-Autonomous Mode: This mode combines Manual Mode with algorithms
and programs for automated functions. Some of the tasks are predefined and
the user only has to choose which task to be performed. FlexBe behavior engine’s
user interface is used for this purpose, which allows executing high-level tasks
while the operator is able to influence the execution during runtime.

Autonomous Mode: The Autonomous mode requires only a single command from
the user, then the robot performs all the necessary tasks until the goal is com-
pleted. It also uses FlexBe behavior engine which allows for fully autonomous
execution of tasks and behaviors.

FlexBE is a powerful and user-friendly high-level behavior engine for generating
complex robot behaviors without the need to manually code them. Among its ba-
sic capabilities, which interface standard functionality or your own system-specific
features, state machines can be easily composed via the provided drag & drop edi-
tor [33].

To switch between operating modes we have added special buttons in the Web
User Interface. This makes it very easy for the user or operator to change modes.

3 METHODS FOR HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION

Because we investigate human-robot interaction, various methods of controlling
a service robot have been developed and explored. Therefore, the creation of a multi-
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channel (multi-modal) architecture has to be established to allow the robot to be
controlled by all different methods at the same time [22]. In order to avoid conflicts
at this stage, the structure itself gives each method a certain priority. The remote
control channels – hardware and software joystick – have the highest priority. Fol-
lowing are the channels of control by gestures and voice. With the lowest priority
of the direct-control channels is the Web-based control. Channel prioritization is
described in detail in [12]. This architecture is easy applicable and re-configurable
when working with ROS because ROS works on the principle of Internet proto-
cols. Thus, each method publishes commands through a different channel, but to
the same subscriber. The multi-channel system monitors and manages data traf-
fic.

3.1 Gesture Control via Kinect Sensor

In order to achieve convenience for different robot users, we have developed remote
control methods through different devices. Gesture control is intended to replace
standard voice commands because some elderly and disabled people have speech
defects or are mute/deaf. Human-robot interaction through gestures is a good al-
ternative and also helps maintain and develop motor skills of the users [23].

Control of the robot by recognition of hand gestures was implemented using the
Kinect sensor.

Kinect is a sensor consisting of an RGB camera and a depth sensor. It provides
functions to recognize the human skeleton and to monitor the positions of the joints
of the whole body1. We have developed an algorithm and a program to process
the data from human hands, and with processing we can control the robot’s mobile
platform or its articulated arm.

A particular feature of this type of control is that the user gives commands
to the robot through a separate computer. The Kinect is connected to the user’s
computer and the user remotely controls the robot with hand movements.

The essence of this method is the following: Once the user is in front of the
Kinect and all the joints of the hands and the head are recognized, the program
starts working. As feedback for the user, the program displays specific words in
the window menu: Working, Forward, Stop and others. The principle of operation,
different zones that we have set empirically, and on which part the control is applied
are shown in Figure 5.

Actually, there are two modes of operation: sitting or standing in front of the
Kinect sensor. The standing one was not preferred by the users, but it could be
used for rehabilitation purposes.

To identify the different directions for the mobile platform, we have identified
nine hand positioning zones. The inactive/passive zone is in the body area so that
it covers the natural position of the hands when we are seated. When the hands fall

1 You can see all the skeleton points in Figure 2 of [24] article https://www.

sciencepubco.com/index.php/ijet/article/download/10152/3614

https://www.sciencepubco.com/index.php/ijet/article/download/10152/3614
https://www.sciencepubco.com/index.php/ijet/article/download/10152/3614
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Forward 

Backward 

Right Left 

Right-forward Left-forward 

Right-backward Left-backward 
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b 
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y 

Passive zone 

Figure 5. Control areas and dimensions of the measured parameters

into this zone, we send a stop command. When the user moves one of their hands
to another zone, commands are then sent to the robot.

In the forward, backward, left and right zones, we send commands for linear
motion or rotation in place, with control of the speed – as the wrist joint is closer to
the inactive/passive zone, the lower is the speed. When the user’s arm is in the zones
like right-forward or left-backward, the control is based on the differential drive prin-
ciple. The velocities change depending on the distance to the inactive/passive zone,
the ratio of the linear/angular velocity depends on the ratio of the coordinates x
and y.

An important feature of this method is that the program should be configured
according to the mobility of the user. Then, all zones are automatically determined
according to the length between the joints. Initially, the inactive/passive zone is
specified. It is defined as an ellipse with a radius of x and y. Based on the parameters
of the inactive/passive zone the parameters of the other zones are set. In this way,
the problem of the different height of people is solved. For people with longer hands
the zones have larger dimensions and vice versa.

The proportion is determined by taking half the distance between the shoulders a
and adding half of the relative length of the arms from the shoulder to the elbow b
to set the y radius. For determining the radius by x, only half of a is taken. The
center of the global map is the center of the global coordinate system. So, the
control parameters for the robot are: v = f(x) ∗ k; ω = f(y) ∗m, where k and m
are proportional coefficients.

Another important problem is the simultaneous submission of commands with
both hands in opposite directions. In this case, a safety algorithm is implemented.
If the user gives a forward command with both hands, the lower values are taken. If
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one hand is only forward and the other is forward and left/right, then the angular
values are added. In case of opposite commands, both left and right or back and
forth, we send a “stop” command.

3.2 Gesture Control via Leap Motion Sensor

Leap Motion is a stereo camera sensor and its main task is to recognize the human
hand. Its main features are recognition of the position of the palm and each indi-
vidual finger in 3D coordinates [28, 29, 30]. In this way, we can recognize whether
a fist is closed and how many fingers are folded or extended. All of these data can
be used to control a mobile robot or articulated arm. We have the option to choose
a method, criterion, or a complex set of several criteria for extracting data and
converting them into control signals.

The prerequisite for running the program is to have a valid hand recognized by
the sensor itself, otherwise no commands are given. To start sending commands,
when the above condition is already met, the user has to close his hand into a fist
first. These considerations have been made because of the need to ensure safety.

The method under development includes the following. Initially, we recognize
if there is a hand over the sensor, then we take the palm coordinates and begin to
convert them so that correct control signals are generated for the mobile platform
and the robot’s arm. Currently the control of the mobile platform and the arm is
separated in two different programs. It is planned to integrate the two programs by
introducing the option of switching the controlled device after a certain gesture.

x 

z Right-forward 

Left-forward 

Right-backward 

Left-backward

Leap Motion 

Figure 6. Working area in Cartesian coordinates for control of the mobile base using Leap
Motion Sensor on the table

To control the mobile platform, linear and angular velocity have to be submitted.
Since we get the values (from 0 to 300 mm) of x, y and z coordinates from the palm
position output data (Figure 6), it is relatively easy to convert these values into
mobile platform control data using only the data obtained from x and z. When the
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hand shifts out of the inactive/passive zone, we assign the linear velocity v to x,
and from the value of z we assign the angular velocity ω.

When handling the anthropomorphic manipulator, we use the 3D coordinates
of the palm. The goal is to position the gripper of the manipulator by computing
the necessary rotation of all its joints. To achieve this goal, we initially identify the
passive zone where no commands are issued. Because this time we are working in
3-dimensional space, this area is about the origin (zero) coordinate in the form of
a cube with sides of 120 mm (Figure 7). As soon as the user’s hand comes out of
this zone, the transformed data x, y, z of the palm are sent to the arm controller. In
this case, we use the x data to move forward and backward, y to move up and down,
and z to move left and right. Accordingly, the combination of the three parameters
gives us the final movement of the arm.

x 

z 

y 
Up 

Down 

Figure 7. Working area in 3D for control of the Mover4

We multiply the values of x, y, z by a factor of 0.5 in order to transform them
into the actual speeds of the motors of the arm, because the range of the Mover
4 velocities is from 0 to 150 mm/s, and the range of the leap motion is measured
from 0 to 300 mm. The directions of rotation are determined by the equations for
the inverse kinematics of the robot arm manipulator described in Section 2.2.

The system of equations for all parameters is:

ω0 = y ∗ 0.5;

ω1 = (x ∗ −0.5) + (z ∗ 0.5);

ω2 = x ∗ −0.5 + (z ∗ 0.5);

ω3 = x ∗ 0.5 + (z ∗ −0.5).
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To get closer to the natural human behavior, the grasping with the articulated arm
is like palm grasping. When we close the palm, the gripper closes, and when we
open the palm, the gripper opens. Again, for safety reasons when a valid hand is
not detected or it is within the range of the passive zone, no commands are sent.

3.3 Web User Interface

A web-based user interface has been developed and added to obtain and manage
robotic system status data (Figure 8). The main advantage of web-based interfaces
is the ability to use any modern device that supports TCP/IP protocol and is on
the same local network with the robot. Depending on network configuration there is
also the possibility to control the system over the Internet. The web-based interface
has visual click/touch design, allowing it to be used regardless of the type of the
device – smartphone, tablet, laptop or full-sized desktop computer.

Figure 8. Part of the developed Web User Interface

The web-based interface is divided into separate sections depending on their
functionality. The interface provides easy and convenient control of the robot in
manual, semi-autonomous and autonomous mode. Commands and control signals
can be sent via virtual buttons, a virtual joystick, or voice commands. The interface
also provides the capability to monitor the robotic system as well as to configure
robot’s every parameter.

In the interface there are added buttons to control the movement of the mobile
platform. Four basic moves are pre-programmed – forward/reverse linear movement,
as well as left/right turn and rotational movement. Pressing these buttons once
performs the corresponding movement at a preset and adjustable distance or angle.
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Buttons for manipulating the articulated robot arm manipulator are also pro-
vided. There are 8 of them together. Two of these buttons are to open and close
the gripper. The other 6 buttons are for positioning the manipulator. The buttons
perform upward, downward, left and right movement of the gripper, and also left
and right rotation at the base of the manipulator. As with the mobile platform’s
buttons, the one-time press of these buttons performs motion with a preset and ad-
justable distance. The selected Mover4 robot manipulator has 4 degrees of freedom.
This means that more than one actuator is used for the forward, backward, upward
and downward movement of the gripper. For this reason, it is necessary to solve the
kinematics of the manipulator and program it into the user interface.

A semi-autonomous map navigation feature has been added to the web-based
user interface [34]. It is programmed as a separate section of the interface. It
visualizes the map of the room created by the robot as well as the current position
and orientation of the robot [35]. The UI allows the robot’s current position and
orientation to be kept in a specially created database at any time and named in
a user-friendly way. From a convenient drop-down menu, the already saved database
entries can be selected and submitted to the robot’s control system. It will, then,
navigate the robot all the way from the current to the assigned position.

The web-based user interface is a great feature for a robotic system which im-
proves the overall user experience. It gives the user the comfort of controlling the
robotic system directly by their favorite device instead of a separate specialized
controller.

3.4 Voice Control

Speech to text conversion is used to trigger robot’s different top level behaviors
(FlexBe) or for manual control when in manual mode. Bulgarian speech recognition
was implemented using the Google Cloud Speech-to-Text API [36]. ROBCO 19 must
be connected to the Internet and the audio capture is transferred to Google servers
for STT (Speech To Text) processing. The TTS (Text To Speech) synthesis in var-
ious languages is provided by the Espeak, open source software speech synthesizer.
As there is no good quality synthesized Bulgarian language voice in Linux, we use
VMware Virtual Windows machine to provide Bulgarian TTS, using the Windows
SAPI (Speech Application Programming Interface).

For testing and simplicity we have developed predefined phrases for voice control.
For example, “robot forward” means for the robot to move 0.3 m forward. Speech
to text recognition is done by Google API and parsed using “word spotting”. When
the API returns the recognized text, we search it for the specific phrase using simple
code in JavaScript. But the problem is that if you say for example “the robot goes
forward” it also detects that there are the words “robot” and “forward” and it sends
the commands for the movement. All these predefined phrases are for demonstration
purpose, only to show that the robot can be controlled by voice commands and the
Natural Language Understanding module (currently only “word spotting”) will be
improved for next releases.
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We can add more complicated actions for example, the phrase “robot go to the
kitchen” should instruct the robot to go to a specific place at home. If we saved that
location in the autonomous navigation then this phrase could be directly connected
to the action of performing movement to the position in the kitchen. In addition,
specific voice commands may activate one or more actions from the FlexBE engine.

For the issue of security and privacy it is required for some applications not to
use the third party cloud services, which could store all the voice requests for future
improvement of the service. For this purpose, we tested the Julius LVCSR (Large
Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition) engine with freely available English
acoustic models2 and fixed grammar [37]. However, for the proposed purpose of
free phrase processing we will need more complex language models. Satisfactory
models could be built for this purpose using freely available corpora of different
languages using modern deep learning techniques for neural networks. More robust
language models can be trained using a unique approach proposed in [38], where the
methodology for training language models (LM) without training data is described.

The methodology relies on the iterative process, in which, at the beginning,
an initial model is trained only from system vocabulary and randomly generated
phrases, which summarize all devices, actions and functions of the robot. Then, the
LM can be retrained using recognized phrases automatically or semi-automatically
(after corrections made by a human expert). The final model then enables signifi-
cantly higher number of phrases than fixed grammar. Also the detection of emotions
from the recognized speech could be applied [39] for more natural human-like com-
munication behavior.

We are currently working on a joint Slovak-Taiwan bilateral DeepSpeech project
called Deep Learning for Advanced Speech Enabled Applications. Experience from
using Kaldi, Tensorflow and DeepSpeech (Mozilla project with coincidentally the
same acronym as our project) gives us the opportunity to build a high quality local
Neural Network based speech recognition engine with higher accuracy than Julius
based on finite-state transducers. For the LVCSR task, the Kaldi DNN approach
achieved 8 % Word Error Rate (percentage of incorrectly recognized words out of all
words in a test set) in English and 17 % in Slovak.

After combining Slovak and English using Language Identification Module the
system was able to recognize English words with similar 8 % WER and Slovak words
with 16 % WER. A similar approach could be used for English and Bulgarian lan-
guage after gaining enough Bulgarian speech data and corpuses. Currently our
Taiwanese partner from TaipeiTech is proposing a joint project with the European
Polytechnical University (EPU) to work towards this goal [40].

After successful recognition of a continuous speech phrase, the module of Natural
Language Understanding (NLU) needs to be in place to extract the intended meaning
and Natural Language Generation (NLG) to prepare a meaningful sentence with the
required response, if needed, for this application. Rule-based NLU module can be
adopted from our previous solution described in [41].

2 https://sourceforge.net/projects/juliusmodels/

https://sourceforge.net/projects/juliusmodels/
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Usage of more complex voice commands can result in occurrence of ambiguities,
which can be solved in dialogue interaction. To manage dialogue in task-oriented sce-
narios, the VoiceXML-based dialogue manager can be integrated. We designed and
developed an advanced VoiceON unit, that implements interpretation of enhanced
VoiceXML scripts (see [42]). Our modification of VoiceXML enables integrating
robot action control directly through VoiceXML <prompt> element. Moreover,
VoiceXML integrates frame-based approach to natural language generation, which
well fits the proposed scenario.

VoiceON dialogue manager supports JavaScript language and easy extension
through calling own executables. Position of the robot can be obtained by calling
a special object and then it can be inserted into the VoiceXML variables for further
use. Variables can be stored in the application scope of the VoiceXML application
and easily used to provide the position description in any state of the interaction.

4 METHODOLOGY FOR USABILITY EXPERIMENTS

The tests with elderly and disabled were performed during the project “Tele-con-
trolled Service Robots for Increasing the Quality of Life of Elderly and Disabled,
No. DN 07/23 – 15.12.2016” financed by the Bulgarian National Science Fund for
the European Polytechnical University – Pernik, Bulgaria.

The tests have been conducted with 30 participants in two target groups, 15 el-
derly men and women and 15 disabled people using multi-channel robot management
software for controlling ROBCO 19. They controlled the robot through virtual joy-
stick, voice commands, mimic gestures and head movements. In the first project year
the tests were performed with elderly people at the Scientist house of the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences (Figure 9). The elderly people involved in the experiments
were between 66 and 81 years old (average 75.3 years old). For the second project
year tests were performed with disabled volunteers at Union of the Disabled in Bul-
garia, Trojan Branch (Figure 10). The disabled people were between 34 and 80 years
old (average 63.8 years old) and with incapacity rate between 59 % and 90 % (av-
erage 78.2 %). The incapacity rate is determined by the Bulgarian National Expert
Medical Commission.

There have been real tests of the proposed remote control of the mobile service
robot performed with elderly and disabled people, including:

• Efficient support for the elderly and disabled at their different needs;

• Reminder when to take their medication;

• Food and beverage service;

• Switching on/off electronic devices;

• Alerting the doctor, relatives, or ambulance service with possible indicators
of deterioration in health (day and night monitoring of elderly and disabled,
described in details in [43]);
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Figure 9. Performed tests with elderly

Figure 10. Performed tests with disabled
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It is important to note that no special education or technical knowledge is re-
quired to work with the robot. The purpose of these tests was to verify the ap-
plication effectiveness and the reliability of the robot systems. In the experiment
room, two tables were placed at a distance of about 3 to 4 m apart. On the first
table there was: the computer and the smart-phone of the experiment lecturer, the
manual control joystick of ROBCO 19, the Leap Motion and the Kinect. The tests
duration with each of the target groups was one day.

In the frame of four academic hours in the morning, the lecturer has presented,
demonstrated and trained all methods and modes for control of the robot to each
target group. After the explanation and training, the lecturer prepared the robot
for the experiments. On the opposite table there were household items for the robot
to pick up such as: a 330 ml plastic bottle of mineral water, a pack of biscuits,
a medicine box, a small soft drink bottle and more objects weighing up to 250 g.
The goal for the elderly/disabled participants was to grasp one of the items on the
table, take it to the other table and deliver it to someone of the other participants
in the tests, thus the three operation modes were tested and evaluated by the users.
All experiments were conducted under the same conditions, with some features
described for each individual experiment. The facilitator had the task of turning
on the robot and all necessary devices, as well as ensuring proper operation and
safety.

Within four hours at the afternoon, the target groups members have used all
of the presented control methods and operational modes of the robot, fulfilling the
described above goal of the test. Each participant has chosen the appropriate meth-
ods and modes of robot control, depending of its personal preferences and motion
difficulties. Finally, the groups of the elderly and disabled completed a questionnaire
about their impressions and attitudes toward the robot. In the questionnaire more
than one answer per question was allowed.

The study was conducted according to the project methodology and approved
by the Ethics Committee, in coordination with Physiological Department of the
European Polytechnical University (EPU). Ethics Committee was composed of the
project leader and scientific members. The Committee in coordination with EPU
Physiological Department has approved the methodology for the tests and the in-
cluded questionnaires.

Under Regulation (EC) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 27 April 2016 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of
personal data, test subjects were informed that the personal data in the survey were
not collected for commercial purposes but would be used for statistical and scientific
purposes.

The questionnaire results show that both elderly and disabled people expressed
a positive feedback about using remote-controlled service robot ROBCO 19 for their
needs, performing real interaction with the robot. Each participant conducted the
tasks, using the chosen methods before the experiments.

In terms of functionality, they expect the robot to be able to monitor their health,
bring heavy or hard-to-reach items, carry food, water and drugs, and contact the
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a)

b)

Figure 11. a) Anthropomorphic (humanlike) design; b) Robco 20 – industrial design (in
development with Mecanum wheels)
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Figure 12. Robot daily tasks desired by the elderly and disabled

first aid in case of emergency (Figure 12). In the “others” section, volunteers have
requested rehabilitation as an additional feature of the robot.

When asked about the industrial design, elderly participants (most of them liv-
ing alone) preferred a human-like design (53 %) for the robot (Figure 11 a)), while
the disabled prefer more functional one (60 % for Robco 20) (Figure 11 b)). For
the control of the robot, both elderly and disabled individuals prefer voice control
(Figure 13). The most effective and less time consuming control methods are phys-
ical joystick (for the elderly) and virtual joystick embedded in the Web UI (for the
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disabled). For the voice control of the robot, they prefer the female voice (Fig-
ure 14).

Finally, elderly prefer to remote control the robot themselves, while disabled
people would allow the robot to be controlled by their relatives, social caregivers
and doctors as well (Figure 15). The most preferred operation mode is the manual
mode, where users feels more secure and independent, while controlling the robot.
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5 CONCLUSION

This research involved a detailed investigation of different methods of remote human-
robot interaction: gesture control via Kinect and Leap Motion sensor, web-based
user interface and voice-based control. These methods were applied to a mobile
platform robot equipped with an articulated arm.

We have obtained useful information about what elderly and disabled people
consider useful for their care from our robot. Interestingly, the elderly prefer to
control the robot by themselves (73 %), but disabled people would like to do the
remote control by somebody else (57 %) for instance their relatives or nurses. The
results show that the described methods for remote control of service robots are
convenient and easy to use. Experienced participants completed all tasks using
different methods. The trial period was relatively short, indicating that the methods
were natural and enjoyable for such application.

The two-thirds of participants prefer to control the robot by choosing the most
appropriate method and mode for them. We can conclude that both elderly and
disabled prefer a female voice and the joystick control methods. Due to their mo-
tion difficulties, elderly and disabled do not prefer gesture and head motion con-
trols. The various control methods provide the opportunity for each user to choose
the method which is the most convenient for him/her. The multi-channel control
system allows the user to switch different control methods; thus, the user can se-
lect the preferred control method. The users did not prefer the standing mode
of gesture control using the Kinect sensor because of fatigue. However, the mode
still could be used for rehabilitation purposes and occasionally forced by the doc-
tor.
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The new version of the robot – Robco 19, described in this paper, was suc-
cessfully tested with real users and the new modern gesture control using the leap
motion sensor, and finally, the proposed multi-channel (multi-modal) architecture
was successfully implemented and evaluated.

For future work, we plan to research the following tasks: introducing a new
function for bringing heavy and difficult to reach objects for manipulation, a func-
tionality which would provide rehabilitation training, and other additional functions
according to the results from the questionnaire. We believe that these additional
features could greatly improve the robot system, which will become more useful pro-
viding new functionalities to make everyday life of the elderly and disabled citizens
much easier.
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